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follor us on facebook, twitter, and pinterest for updates

we are about people 

tiles/ cut to size

 3d tiles collection

thanks to advanced cdc machines
we can combine the beauty of
natural stones with the latest 
technologies. 

this allows us to offer custom 3d 
coverings for your projects in coverings for your projects in 
addition to standard tiles.  

slabs

production of slabs: honed, polished, rough, antiqued

bianco carrara          crema marfil               portoro
statuario                   rojo alicante               azul macaubas
arabescato                marron emperador      giallo siena
calacatta                   caliza capri                  exotic onyxes
bianco perlino          caramiel stone            malachite green
botticino                   saint laurentbotticino                   saint laurent
travertino                portugal pink 
cremo italia 

blocks

we mine our quarries in italy and spain, and import
blocks from several countries.

if you are looking into buying blocks to produce 
for your own projects contact us to discuss your 
need.

stairs, floors, hand rainls, columns, tables.

for a quote, send us drawings and picture
of the material desired, we will answer 
within 24/48 hours and start working on a 
quote with you. 

operational drawings, planning, production, 
installation and assistance in theinstallation and assistance in the
management of the transportation. 

 
 

artistic laboratory in pietrasanta, italy since 1920

- classic, modern, and contemporary sculptures
- reproduction of works of art 
- completely customized

mosaics, fire places, fountains, bath tubes, sinks, medallions

thanks to the integration of the great 
craftsmanship of our artisans and the 
development and perfecting of 
advanced technologies there is no limit 
to what can be achieved further than 
your immagination 

Quality Customized Solutions for your projects
Quarry Owners, specialized in Itailan and Spansh Natural Stones

Blocks, slabs, cut to zise, slabs, artistic works

Bianco Carrara, Statuario, Arabescato, Calacatta, Portoro, 
Giallo siena, Travertino, Botticino, Crema Marfil, Marron 
Emperador, Rojo Alicante

As well as Exclusive Marbles, Breaches, and Onyxes. As well as Exclusive Marbles, Breaches, and Onyxes. 

From the Quarry to You 


